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Nano-modification of Building Materials for
Sustainable Construction
M. Kutschera, T. Breiner, H. Wiese, M. Leitl, and M. Bräu1
Abstract. Nanostructured products or products which were developed by means
of nanotechnology already exist in the field of construction chemistry or construction materials. Main driving force in the conservative construction industry to
invent or adopt new technologies is to reduce energy (CO2-footprint) during the
construction process as well as during the utilization of buildings. Additional
targets are increased service lifetimes of the constructions or new functionalities.
E.g. photocatalytically active surfaces to reduce staining and increase air quality.The performance advantages of materials in the field of thermal insulation
foams (nanofoams), nanocomposite colloidal particles (polymeric binders) and
nanotechnologically improved inorganic binder systems have been investigated
and will be discussed.
1 Introduction
Nanomaterials and nanotechnology have attracted a lot of attention both in the scientific field and in media communication. But up to now most announcements
concerning nano-products still target future possibilities which will not be realized
within the next decade. Thus nanotechnology seems to be a very trendy word but
offers only little to no benefit for the average consumer.
However intentionally nanostructured products or products which only could
have been developed by means of nanotechnology already exist.
Main driving force in the construction chemicals branch to invent or adopt
new technologies is reducing energy during the construction process, reducing
energy during the utilization of buildings and an increased service lifetime of the
constructions. Also new functionalities e.g. photocatalytically active surfaces to
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reduce staining and increase air quality have been developed. In all these areas
solutions based on nanotechnology exist. Some of them are well known and
recognized, others are not even noticed but still contribute to the construction
performance.
Examples for reduced energy consumption and increased sustainability due to
nanotechnology are:
Thermal insulation: Starting from conventional thermal insulation foams (Styropor® or Styrodur®) going on to technically improved solutions (like Neopor®)
we will finally end up with nanostructured foams for top level performance.
Polymer-foams with cell size in the nano scale are already available in the lab.
Coatings with high durability can contribute to sustainable construction and thus
save energy. In this area organic-inorganic nanocomposites are one possible road
to high performance coatings. Nanocomposite binders like Col.9® combine the
advantages of organic acrylic material (film formation and elasticity) with the
benefit of inorganic substances (low stickiness and moisture permeability).
Furthermore nanotechnology offers numerous possibilities to improve inorganic, cement based binders (concrete, mortar, etc.) with respect to decreased CO2
footprint and increased service life (carbonation, alkali-silicate reaction, freeze
thaw resistance and adhesion to both old and new substrates).
In the following chapters technologies and selected examples in the areas nanofoams, nanocomposites and nanotech binders are investigated and discussed.
2 Nanofoams
Energy reduction or decreased CO2 emissions during the utilization of buildings is
mainly archived by means of thermal insulation. State-of-the-art insulation materials in the construction area are mineral fibers, mineral foams and polymeric
foams. All these systems reduce the thermal conductivity λ by minimizing the matrix contribution to thermal conductivity. This is done by replacing material by air
voids (preferably in closed cells). The effect can be seen from equation (1).
λtotal = λmatrix + λgas + λradiation
(1)
Thermal conductivity can be further decreased by blocking the losses caused by
thermal radiation. This is done by using absorber pigments which are active in the
infrared part of the spectrum (e.g. carbon black particles). Best effects are
achieved when theses pigments are evenly distributed in the cell walls without destroying them. Radiation losses can be decreased by approx. 50% without deteriorating the foam quality.
Even higher leverage can be achieved by decreasing the heat transfer in the air
voids caused by the movement of the gas molecules. This can be either done by
directly decreasing the gas pressure (vacuum insulation panels) or using gas molecules with higher molecular weight (decreased speed of molecular movement).
Nano-modification of Building Materials for Sustainable Construction
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Another possibility is to take advantage of the Knudsen effect. This is done be reducing the pore size of the foam down to length scales of the mean free path of the
gas molecules thus substantially decreasing the thermal conductivity
Table 1 Typical contributions to thermal conductivity of different types of polymer foams
λ (mW/mK)
standard
polymer foam
polymer foam
with IR absorber
polymer
nanofoam
Aerogel
(high price !)
matrix
2
3
adjustable
between normal
polymer foams and
Aerogels
4
gas
22
22
radiation
9
5
total
34
30
9
(depends)
13
Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy images of polymer foams: conventional (left) IRpigmented (mid) and nanofoam (right)
3 Nanocomposites
All typical construction materials share one common problem. If they are made of
inorganic raw materials they show high strengths but appear to be brittle. They
tend to fail by cracking which leads to low durability. On the other hand organic
construction materials are flexible but often lack mechanical strength. In addition
their surfaces often show significant dirt pickup.
Nature itself has solved the problem during the billion years of evolution by
developing biominerals like bone, dental enamel or mother-of-pearl. These composite materials produced by nature combine the hardness of crystalline minerals
like hydroxylapatite or aragonite with the flexibility of organic sub-stances such as
collagen or chitin, making them some of nature’s most stable materials.
A technical approach to mimic these materials is to synthesize nanocomposites
materials in which inorganic material and organic “glue” bond together. One example for these type of material is the colloidal nanocomposite binder Col.9®. It
is a dispersion of organic plastic polymer particles in which nanoscale particles of
silica are incorporated directly during the synthesis of the organic polymer. This
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lead to a very evenly distribution of hard (inorganic) and flexible (organic) structuring on the nano scale. Only by this nanostructuring it is possible to combine the
different advantages.
As a result the dried film (paint) composed from the colloidal nanocomposite
particles shows the following advantages when compared to conventional polymeric colloidal films:
- significant lower dirt pickup
- hydrophilic surface leads to less moisture and less algae and fungus fouling
- stable color and no surface chalking
- crack free
- water vapor permeability but low water uptake
Fig. 2 Scanning force image of organic inorganic colloidal nanocomposites (left). Use of
nanocomposite binders for exterior painting (right)
4 Nanotech Binders
The field of inorganic binders is very complex and manifold. On the other hand
the majority of concrete and mortar systems sold today are based on different
types of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), aluminate cements and mixtures
thereof.
In the recent years new types of ultra high performance concretes (UHPC) have
entered the market. They show significantly enhanced mechanical properties. The
idea behind UHPC is to optimize the non-reactive filler material to ensure better
packing density in the final hardened cement stone. This is supported by numerical calculations and a good part empiricism. Typical filler materials range from
limestone flour, quartz flour, basalt powders and basalt fibers up to steel fibers.
Additionally these materials often contain nano-scale SiO2 in the form of agglomerated or disperse Microsilica of different qualities and sources [6, 7, 8]. Typical
mechanical values for ordinary concrete and UHPC are given in Table 2. Newest
Nano-modification of Building Materials for Sustainable Construction
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Table 2 Some typical average mechanical values for different types of concrete [2]
standard concrete
quality concrete
UHPC
Compressive Strength
(MPa)
~20
~30
100…180
Flexural Strength (MPa)
approx.
2…4
approx.
3…5
10
developments even use carbon nanotubes as internal reinforcement for ultra high
performance concrete as well as for ultra high performance renders (e.g. for façade
applications or in EIFS systems) and mortars [1, 3, 4, 5].
For the future we see an even higher potential by NOT adding nanoparticles externally to the cementitious binder but understand the cement matrix itself as a nanostructured material. With the advent of modern, improved
analytical tools deep insight into the processes during the cement reaction and
hardening is gained. Some of the tools like modern microscopy (transmission
electron, scanning electron, scanning force) or diffraction methods (x-ray,
synchrotron) can just now be applied in new quality to cementitious systems
with thriving results.
As a consequence we are now able to guide and control the same old cement
material into new shape like different crystalline morphologies and habitus or new
matrices with controllable nanostructure of voids, hydrate phases and aggregate
distribution (Fig. 3). These materials show improved properties with respect to reaction speed, durability and adhesion. Example of these nanotechnologically optimized binders are the EMACO® Nanocrete repair mortars [9].
Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of different nano-structured cement matrices.
The structuring is done by directly interfere into the hydration reaction by organic and inorganic additives
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5 Discussion and Summary
Nanotechnology and nano-modification of building materials offer new possibilities for significantly improved materials. One focus with respect to energy reduction and preservation of natural resources is to create new nanostructured materials
with extended durability.
Some examples of these new high tech materials are already available. Even
more are still to be developed or to be invented. Nano is clearly one way to the future of construction.
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